An agent-based simulation model for informed shared decision making in multiple sclerosis.
Shared decision making (SDM) is concerned with patient involvement into medical decisions and chronic conditions such as Multiple sclerosis (MS), with only partially effective treatments leading to potential severe side effects, conflicting evidence, and uncertain evidence on outcomes, constitute a typical condition for SDM. As treatment options increase and patients participate more intensively in decisions, the need for evidence-based information (EBI) becomes clear. Natural history (NH) studies of MS represent the basic sources for required EBI and are especially useful to contribute to the practical exercise of prognosis formulation and to enable the evaluation of effectiveness in the context of treatment. Several of these identify early clinical factors predictive of the course of MS but there is no consensus method for determining the long term progression of disability and evolution of individual patients on the basis of observations on the early stages of the disease, which constitutes a major challenge for the practicing neurologist. Aiming at delivering more reliable prognosis estimation, this study combines the distribution of patients reaching specific levels of disability within defined time periods as determined in NH studies, with disability curves and severity scores as a function of time, in terms of percentiles and deciles respectively, derived from longitudinal data analysis studies. A computer agent-based simulation model was implemented as a comprehensive and easy to utilize tool able to predict and monitor progression of disability in MS patients, and to support the neurologist discussing prognosis scenarios with the individual patient for effective SDM.